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URBER: Ultrafast Rule-Based Escape Routing
Method for Large-Scale Sample Delivery Biochips

Jiayi Weng Tsung-Yi Ho Weiqing Ji Peng Liu Mengdi Bao Hailong Yao

Abstract—In high-throughput drug screening applications, as
manual drug sample delivery is time-consuming and error-prone,
there is an urgent need for accurate and efficient drug sample
delivery biochip for large-scale microwell arrays. This paper
proposes a new microfluidic biochip architecture, where drugs
are automatically prepared with different concentration values,
and then delivered into multiple microwells. For large-scale drug
sample delivery biochips, the routing of drug sample delivery
channels is a very challenging task without effective routing
solutions. This paper proposes an ultrafast rule-based escape
routing method, called URBER, to address the large-scale routing
of drug sample delivery channels, which scales well in both
runtime and memory even for a very large problem size. URBER
runs very fast because it routes channels based on a set of
pre-defined rules, which avoids runtime consumed in solution
space exploration. All benchmarks for 30≤N,M≤ 100 have been
tested, where N and M are the number of columns and rows of
the terminal array. Among these benchmarks, about ∼91.9%
are routed with optimal solutions, and the runtime is order
of magnitudes faster than optimal min-cost flow-based methods
(speedup is from ∼600 to ∼340k). Specifically, for all benchmarks
with M

N ∈ ( 3
4 ,

4
3 ), optimal routing solutions are always obtained.

URBER also shows promise of routing large-scale designs with
up to 500k terminals efficiently.

Index Terms—Microfluidic biochips, Drug delivery, Sample
delivery, Rule-based routing, Microwell array, Escape routing

I. INTRODUCTION
In various biochemical applications, different samples/drugs

of different concentration values need to be delivered into
different microwells, such as single-cell genome sequencing
[1], cell culture [2], cell analysis [3], drug screening [4],
etc. Current methods for delivering multiple drugs include
manual pipetting apparatus and automated pipetting robot. On
one hand, the process of manual pipetting is time-consuming,
laborious, and error-prone. On the other hand, the automated
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pipetting robot is only suitable for volume production and
is too expensive for researchers in laboratories. In contrast,
automated drug sample delivery by microfluidic biochips
enjoys notable advantages: (1) drug sample delivery biochips
can be easily integrated into automatic point-of-care analyzers,
(2) automatic sample preparation module can be integrated
to deliver samples with different concentration values, and
(3) different samples/reagents can be simultaneously delivered
into different microwells without human intervention. There-
fore, drug sample delivery microfluidic biochips are promising
in enhancing the portability, accuracy, and automation of
microwell-based biochemical applications.

In the past decade, different design automation methods
have been presented for flow-based microfluidic biochips,
including architectural synthesis and resource binding methods
[5]–[9], flow-layer placement and routing methods [10]–
[12], control optimization methods [13]–[20], co-design of
both control and flow layers [21]–[25], storage optimization
methods [26], [27], fault modeling and testing methods [28]–
[31], random design methods [32], [33], etc.

However, none of the existing works on microfluidic
biochips can be used to handle the large-scale drug sample
delivery channel routing problem.

Although drug-delivery routing problem looks similar to
the routing problem for printed circuit boards (PCBs), there
are critical differences. Existing PCB routing methods address
different routing problems with complex constraints, such
as stagger-array design, differential-pair constraint, missing-
pin design, and multilayer boards [34]–[36]. Although these
methods can be modified to solve a drug sample delivery
problem, either efficiency or optimality is not satisfactory. This
is because existing methods are either based on integer linear
programming (ILP) [37], which runs slow, or based on network
flow formulation, which is sub-optimal due to the post-routing
process [38]. We find out that due to the special characteristics
of drug sample delivery problem, a much faster routing method
is required.

In this paper, we propose an ultrafast rule-based escape
routing method, called URBER, to address the scalability chal-
lenge in designing large-scale drug sample delivery biochip.
Major contributions are as follows:
• The large-scale drug sample delivery biochip architecture

is described, and the challenging large-scale escape rout-
ing problem is identified and effectively solved.

• The first ultrafast rule-based escape routing method is
proposed, which conducts routing based on a set of
prespecified rules, and thus significantly reduces runtime
and enhances scalability to large-scale designs.
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Fig. 1. (a) Concentration gradient generator [39], (b) a 96-well plate, and
(c) close look at a microwell array [3].

• URBER is not only orders of magnitude faster than
optimal min-cost flow-based routing method, but also
obtains optimal routing solutions in ∼91.9% cases among
more than 5,000 benchmarks obtained by sweeping the
benchmark sizes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the proposed biochip architecture along
with problem formulation. Section III presents the rule-based
regular routing method. Section IV presents and discusses ex-
perimental results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. BIOCHIP ARCHITECTURE AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

A. Biochip Architecture

Figure 1 shows examples of concentration gradient genera-
tor (Figure 1(a)) and w-well plate (Figure 1(b)). In proposed
drug sample delivery biochip architecture, w different types
of drugs are loaded from the w-well plate, and then different
concentration values for each input drug are obtained by
concentration gradient generator. For each concentration value,
multiple copies of fluids are obtained and then delivered to
the microwells (Figure 1(c)). For the concentration gradient
generator shown in Figure 1(a), individual drugs are intro-
duced into the middle inlet and water into two outer inlets.
The gradient concentrations are generated based on repeated
mixing, splitting, and recombination of laminar-flow fluids
using a serpentine network of microfluidic channels [40].

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of proposed microflu-
idic biochip design. w drugs preserved in a w-well plate
(Figure 1(b)) are dispensed into w concentration gradient
generators for diluting each drug into v concentrations, and
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Fig. 2. Large-scale drug sample delivery microfluidic biochip design: w
drugs in w-well plate are dispensed into w concentration gradient generators
for diluting each drug into v concentrations, and then each concentration is
copied k times for drug screening.

then each concentration is copied k times. Finally, different
copies are delivered into microwell array for drug screening
applications. This biochip architecture requires only a single
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer to finish complex sample
dilution and delivery tasks.
B. Problem Formulation

As shown in Figure 2, a large number of different drug
copies are required to be routed to specified microwell posi-
tions. For example, for a target microfluidic biochip design
with 384-well plate, assuming the number of concentration
values for each drug is v = 5, and the number of copies
for each drug sample is k = 10. Then there are in total
384×5×10 = 19200 microwells to be routed simultaneously.
Existing escape routing methods never addressed such large
routing problems [38], [41], [42]. Moreover, to enable high-
throughput drug screening, even larger designs are required,
which bring great challenges to automatic design methods. In
this paper, we propose the ultrafast rule-based escape routing
method, which can obtain high-quality design solution for
above design problem within few seconds.

The multiple drug sample delivery problem can be stated
as follows:
Given: w drugs from the w-well plate, w gradient concentra-
tion generators, and high-throughput microwell array.
Find: The escape routing solution for drug sample delivery
microfluidic biochip, which simultaneously delivers diluted
drug samples from external terminals (outputs of gradient
concentration generators) to internal terminals (microwells).
Constraints: (1) Each internal terminal of the biochip is
aligned to a microwell; (2) Each external terminal is connected
to an output port of the gradient concentration generator; (3)
Design rules such as minimum spacing and channel width are
satisfied.
Objective: Minimize total channel length.

III. ULTRAFAST RULE-BASED ESCAPE ROUTING METHOD

Definition 1 (Routing Region): The routing region is de-
fined as the rectangular routing area enclosing internal nodes,
which are connected to the concentration gradient generator.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THE PROPOSED METHOD.

S Internal terminal
T External terminal

N/M
Number of internal terminals in horizontal/vertical
direction

S[n,m] The internal terminal at nth column and mth row

d
Number of routing pitches between adjacent internal
terminals

d0 Minimum feasible value of d for successful routing
gx/gy Total horizontal/vertical routing grids in routing region

Ri Routing subregion i
|Ri| Number of internal terminals in subregion i
B Boundary line of the routing region

DM /−DM Main direction/the opposite direction of DM

DA/−DA Auxiliary direction/the opposite direction of DA

nx/ny
Maximum column/row number of unrouted internal
terminals in R0

Tx(tx,0)/
Ty(0, ty)

Candidate external terminals in lower/upper triangular
region as defined in Definition 13

Sx/Sy Candidate internal terminal in lower/upper triangular region
cx/cy Candidate routing channel in lower/upper triangular region

Definition 2 (Internal Terminal): An internal terminal is
defined as the internal node corresponding to microwell for
drug sample delivery.

Definition 3 (External Terminal): An external terminal is
defined as the terminal at the boundary of the routing region
interconnecting internal terminal and concentration gradient
generator.

Definition 4 (Routing Pitch): The routing pitch is defined
as the distance between centerlines of adjacent routing chan-
nels, which observes the minimum channel width and spacing
constraints.

Definition 5 (Routing Grid): A routing grid is the intersec-
tion point between horizontal and vertical lines partitioned
according to given routing pitch.

Definition 6 (Routing Channel): A routing channel is de-
fined as a sequence of routing grids from an internal terminal
to an external terminal.

Definition 7 (Axis): An axis (x-axis/y-axis) is built upon
given routing region.

Figure 3 gives a routing example from the rule-based routing
method within a rectangular routing region. In this figure, the
internal terminal, external terminal, routing grid, and routed
channel along routing grids are marked. The external terminals
are on the boundary lines of the routing region. Axes are built
as shown in the figure. Number of horizontal internal terminals
N = 6, number of vertical internal terminals M = 4, number of
routing pitches between internal terminals d = 2, the minimum
feasible value of d for successful routing d0 = 2, and the total
number of routing grids (gx×gy) = (14×10). Table I shows
the notations used in our proposed method.

Definition 8 (Central Axis): The central h-axis and central
v-axis are defined along center lines of entire routing region.
For total gx/gy routing grids along horizontal/vertical direction,
the central v-axis/h-axis is at x = gx/2 / y = gy/2.

Definition 9 (Routing Subregion): The routing subregion is
defined as the partial routing area of the original routing
region after partitioning by the divide-and-conquer approach.
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Fig. 3. A routing example.
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Fig. 4. Partitioning of routing region: (a) routing subregions with central
h-axis and central v-axis, and (b) upper and lower triangular regions within
one routing subregion R0.

For each internal terminal Si, it can be connected to external
terminal Tj only if Si and Tj belong to the same subregion Rk.

Definition 10 (Upper/Lower Triangular Region): During
routing in a subregion, each internal terminal is assigned
to either lower or upper triangular region by the routing
method, resulting in partitioning of two triangular regions. An
internal terminal assigned to the upper/lower triangular region
must be routed to an external terminal along corresponding
y-axis/x-axis boundary line.

Figure 4 gives an example of partitioning entire routing
region. As shown in Figure 4(a), the routing region is par-
titioned into 4 routing subregions, i.e., R0, R1, R2, and R3.
In following sections, subregion R0 consisting of routing grid
(0,0) is used for describing the proposed routing method.
Here, gx and gy give the total number of routing grids along
x and y direction, respectively. As shown in Figure 4(b), one
routing subregion can be further partitioned into upper and
lower triangular regions by applying proposed routing rules.
As denoted by arrowed lines, internal terminals of different
triangular regions can only be routed to their corresponding
external terminals along y-axis/x-axis boundary lines.

A. Routing Flow

Figure 5 shows the overall flow of URBER. Given the
number of internal terminals (N,M) and the number of routing
pitches between adjacent internal terminals d, we first calculate
total length gx and total width gy computed by Equation (1)
(see Section III-B), corresponding to total number of routing
grids in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Then
the entire routing region is partitioned into 4 subregions by
proposed terminal assignment rule as described in Section
III-C. Next, the proposed routing rule Rule-Central is applied
to route central-state internal terminals in all subregions as
described in Section III-F1. When central-state terminals are
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Number of internal terminals
(N,M) and routing pitches d

Calculate total length gx and total
width gy of the routing region

Partition routing region into 4
subregions R0, R1, R2, and R3
by terminal assignment rule

Apply Rule-Central to
connect central-state internal
terminals in all subregions

Apply Rule-General to
connect general-state internal
terminals in each subregion

All subregions
routed successfully?

Output routing solution

Recalculate d

Yes

No

Fig. 5. Proposed routing flow of URBER.

routed, the proposed routing rule Rule-General in Section
III-F2 is applied to route remaining internal terminals in each
subregion. If there are routing failures, this routing process will
be iterated with an increased value of d. Section III-I describes
how to efficiently determine the feasible value of d. When all
internal terminals are successfully routed, the routing channels
will be output as the final solution. Section III-J presents the
time complexity analysis.

B. Computation of Routing Grids

First, the number of internal terminals in horizontal and
vertical directions, N and M, are loaded into the routing
system, respectively. Given the number of routing pitches
between adjacent internal terminals d, the total number of
routing grids in horizontal/vertical direction gx/gy can be
computed as

gx = (N +1)×d

gy = (M+1)×d
(1)

For an internal terminal at the nth column and mth row,
denoted as S[n,m], its corresponding mapped coordinates (x,y)
in partitioned routing grids are computed as

x = n×d

y = m×d
(2)

C. Partitioning of the Routing Region

We propose a divide-and-conquer approach to speed up the
routing process, which partitions complete routing region into
different subregions. As subregions are similar to each other
with respect to central v-axis and central h-axis, the symmetric
property is utilized for routing speedup. So not all subregions
need to be directly routed, and some of them can be resolved
by coordinate transformation.

As shown in Figure 4(a), the entire rectangular routing
region is divided into 4 rectangular subregions along central v-
axis and central h-axis, respectively. Since routing subregions
are similar to each other, we initially route internal terminals
in R0. And then by flipping routing solution around central
h-axis and central v-axis, similar routing solutions in other
routing subregions may be obtained, which avoids redundant
computation of similar routing channels.

Given the number of internal terminals in horizontal and
vertical directions, N and M, respectively, the routing subre-
gion of ith internal terminal Si[ni,mi] at [ni,mi] can be obtained
by following terminal assignment rule:

1) ni < (N +1)/2, mi < (M+1)/2: Si ∈ R0.
2) ni > (N +1)/2, mi < (M+1)/2: Si ∈ R1.
3) ni < (N +1)/2, mi > (M+1)/2: Si ∈ R2.
4) ni > (N +1)/2, mi > (M+1)/2: Si ∈ R3.
5) ni = (N + 1)/2, mi < (M + 1)/2: if mi mod 2 = 1, Si ∈

R0; otherwise Si ∈ R1.
6) ni = (N+1)/2, mi > (M+1)/2: if (M−mi) mod 2 = 1,

Si ∈ R2; otherwise Si ∈ R3.
7) ni < (N+1)/2, mi = (M+1)/2: if ni mod 2= 1, Si ∈R2;

otherwise Si ∈ R0.
8) ni > (N +1)/2, mi = (M+1)/2: if (N−ni) mod 2 = 1,

Si ∈ R3; otherwise Si ∈ R1.
9) ni = (N+1)/2, mi = (M+1)/2: if (N ≥M∧M mod 4=

1)∨(N < M∧N mod 4 = 3), Si ∈ R0; otherwise Si ∈ R1.
Figure 6 shows an example of applying above terminal

assignment rule to internal terminals for N = 7 and M = 5.
After applying terminal assignment rule, four routing subre-
gions are formed by partitioned internal terminals. There are
in total 7×5 = 35 internal terminals. Specifically, the number
of internal terminals in each subregion is as follows: |R0|= 9,
|R1| = 9, |R2| = 9, |R3| = 8. As shown in the figure, R1 and
R2 are symmetrical. So we only need to route one subregion
(either R1 or R2), and then flip routing solution to another
subregion by coordinate transformation. For different values of
N and M, different pairs of subregions are symmetrical. From
the figure, the shape of partitioned subregions are not exactly a
rectangle, but a rectangular shape with zigzag boundary edges.

Lemma 1: When applying terminal assignment rule, all
internal terminals are assigned to a single subregion. Let |Ri|
denote the number of internal terminals in subregion Ri. Then,
∀i, j ∈ {0,1,2,3},

∣∣|Ri|− |R j|
∣∣≤ 1.

Lemma 2: When applying terminal assignment rule, the
following conditions hold: (1) when N and M are both odd
numbers, there is only one pair of subregions with identical
number of internal terminals, either |R0|= |R3| or |R1|= |R2|;
(2) when N or M is even number, there are two pairs of
subregions with identical number of internal terminals (|R0|=
|R3| and |R1|= |R2|).

Lemma 3: When applying terminal assignment rule, if
|Ri|= |R3−i|, subregions Ri and R3−i are symmetrical to each
other, and the optimal routing solution of one subregion can be
transformed to another subregion without loss in optimality.

D. Different Routing States
During the routing process, different internal terminals are

not only assigned to different subregions, but also assigned to
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Fig. 6. Partitioning of routing region with N = 7 and M = 5: (a) total 4
subregions obtained from 9 blocks, where the internal terminals marked by
number i (i∈ {0,1,2,3}) belongs to subregion Ri, and (b) the correspondance
between the 9 blocks and the 9 terminal assignment rules.
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Fig. 7. Different routing states and routing subregions.
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Fig. 8. Example of rule-based routing following main and auxiliary
directions: (a) main and auxiliary directions, (b) when S′ and p are collinear,
p will be expanded along −DM .

different routing states according to their specific positions.
There are 2 routing states: central state and general state.

1) Central State: In the entire routing region, four set of
internal terminals near central axes are assigned to the central
state, whose corresponding external terminals are near the
centers of corresponding boundary lines. Whether an internal
terminal belongs to central state is determined by the routing
rule in Section III-F1.

2) General State: Apart from central-state internal termi-
nals, the remaining four set of internal terminals are assigned
to the general state. Figure 7 illustrates the assignment of
internal terminals to different routing states. In Figure 7,
routing channels for central-state internal terminals are shown
in black lines, and routing channels for general-state internal
terminals are in gray lines.

E. Basic Routing Rules

Given internal terminal S, external terminal T , and boundary
line B where T is located, we give the following definitions
for describing the proposed routing rules.
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Fig. 9. Merits of routing from T to S. (a) Drawbacks of routing from S to
T : (I) Unnecessary detours occur with increased length; (II) Certain unrouted
internal terminals will be blocked. (b) Drawbacks in (a) are avoided by routing
from T to S.

Definition 11 (Main Direction): The main direction DM of
S is defined as the searching direction from S towards B. The
opposite direction of DM is denoted as −DM .

Definition 12 (Auxiliary Direction): The auxiliary direction
DA of S is defined as the searching direction from S towards
T , which is perpendicular to DM . The opposite direction of DA
is denoted as −DA. When S and T are collinear, DA = DM .

Figure 8(a) shows the main direction and auxiliary direction
from S to T , where T is to the bottom left of S. In this figure,
DM is going downward, and DA is going left.

1) Rule-1: The first routing rule, Rule-1, starts from ex-
ternal terminal T , and synthesizes a routing channel toward
internal terminal S′. Significant improvement of routing com-
pletion rate can be obtained by routing from external terminals
rather than from internal terminals. Figure 9 gives an example
illustrating the difference of this two cases. When routing
from T toward S′, for each routing grid, the direction of
−DA is first checked. If there is a routing obstacle, e.g., an
internal terminal or a pre-routed path, the direction of DM is
checked for routing. When an unrouted internal terminal S is
reached, a routed channel is obtained and the routing process
is terminated. Here, S may be different from S′. In this way,
it is guaranteed that a staircase-shaped channel can always be
obtained from T to certain unrouted internal terminal S.

Algorithm 1 presents the basic routing rule Rule-1. In
this algorithm, c denotes routing channel, p denotes current
routing grid, q denotes next routing grid in direction −DM , r
denotes next routing grid in direction −DA, and p−DM/p−DA
denotes next routing grid in direction −DM/−DA. In Line 3-12,
the while-loop determines routing grid of candidate internal
terminal by p, which is initially assigned as T . The routing
grid p is first expanded along −DA. During expansion, when
an obstacle is reached along −DA, the expanding direction
will be switched to −DM . When S′ and p are collinear,
p will be expanded along −DM (see Figure 8(b)). During
the expanding process, if there are routing obstacles along
both −DA and −DM , then the routing process fails (c←∅).
Otherwise, p will reach an unrouted internal terminal, and this
internal terminal will be marked as candidate internal terminal
S. Routing channel c is also obtained during this expanding
process. In URBER, all channels are routed by Rule-1, which
is mostly called in other routing procedures. As Rule-1 carries
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Input: Internal terminal S′ and candidate external
terminal T

Output: Candidate internal terminal S and routed
channel c from S to T

1 Obtain DM and DA from S′ to T ;
2 p← T , c←{T};
3 while p is not an unrouted internal terminal do
4 q← p−DM , r← p−DA;
5 if r is not occupied and Noncollinear(p,S′) then
6 p← r;
7 else if q is not occupied then
8 p← q;
9 else

10 S← p, c←∅;
11 return S,c

12 c← c∪{p};
13 S← p;
14 return S,c

Algorithm 1: Rule-1

out routing along only two alternating directions from T to S,
we have following lemma.

Lemma 4: For each routed channel ci from internal terminal
S j to external terminal Tk, Rule-1 guarantees the length of ci
to be equal to the Manhattan distance between S j and Tk.

2) Rule-2: The second routing rule, Rule-2, obtains routing
channels for a given number of internal terminals within one
column or row. These terminals are connected to nearest
boundary line B by Rule-1. According to column/row index of
the current internal terminal to be routed, different auxiliary
directions are adopted during routing. As index value changes,
the auxiliary direction switches back and force corresponding-
ly for enhanced routability.

Algorithm 2 presents details of routing rule Rule-2, where δ

denotes whether or not to switch routing direction (see Figure
10(a)), and tl/tr denotes the coordinate of candidate external
terminal nearby/away from origin (0,0) (see Figure 10(b)). In
Line 1, initial values of tl , tr are computed. In Line 3-19, the
while-loop computes routing channels by Rule-1 from S to Tl
or Tr, depending on the value of (i+ δ) mod 2. The routing
process is iterated until the number of routed internal terminals
is greater than lim or certain external terminal T (Tl or Tr) is
already occupied. Finally, the routing channels are returned.

Figure 10(b) shows a routing example based on Rule-
2. In the figure, channels in gray lines are intermediately
computed in the while-loop for the case of i < 5 (Line 3-
19 in Algorithm 2). For i = 5, if S and T are determined,
because there are no other unrouted internal terminals nearer
to T along DM and DA, the computed routing channel (denoted
in arrowed lines) will be connected to S.

F. Rule-Based Routing for Different States

1) Rule-Central: The routing rule for central state, Rule-
Central, connects central-state internal terminals using Rule-2
(see Section III-D1). Here, we only route two sets of internal
terminals: (1) those along the boundary between R0 and R1,
and (2) those along the boundary between R0 and R2. Then

Input: Column/Row f lag, unrouted internal terminal’s
column/row number n, upper bound on the
number of terminals to be routed lim, and
switching flag δ

Output: Routed channels for given internal terminals
1 tl ← n×d−δ, tr← tl +1;
2 i← 1;
3 while i≤ lim and ith internal terminal is unrouted do
4 if f lag=Column then
5 Tl ← (tl ,0),Tr← (tr,0),S← (n×d, i×d);
6 else
7 Tl ← (0, tl),Tr← (0, tr),S← (i×d,n×d);

8 if (i+δ) mod 2 = 1 then
9 if Tl is routed then

10 break;
11 else
12 c← Rule-1(S,Tl), tl ← tl−1;

13 else
14 if Tr is routed then
15 break;
16 else
17 c← Rule-1(S,Tr), tr← tr +1;

18 Store c as routing solution;
19 i← i+1;

20 return Routed channels
Algorithm 2: Rule-2
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Fig. 10. Routing example by Rule-2: (a) different routing solutions
corresponding to different switching flags δ = 0 and δ = 1, and (b) routing
solution from Rule-2.

coordinate transformation is performed to obtain the remaining
routing solution as follows: (1) for internal terminals between
R1 and R3, routing solution is obtained by transforming the
solution of internal terminals between R0 and R2, and (2)
for internal terminals between R2 and R3, routing solution
is obtained by transforming the solution of internal terminals
between R0 and R1. By coordinate transformation, the routing
solution in each subregion maintains symmetric. Algorithm 3
presents details of routing procedure, and Figure 11 presents
a routing example of applying Rule-Central.

In Algorithm 3, routing solution of central-state internal
terminals is obtained by analyzing the odevity of N and M
(see Line 3-7 and Line 8-12). If M is odd, there is only one
row closest to central h-axis. The maximum number of internal
terminals along this row, which can be successfully routed, is
set to 2d− 1. As shown in Figure 11, as M = 9 (odd) and
d = 4, there are maximum 7 (2×4−1) internal terminals that
can be successfully routed along row 5 ((M + 1)/2 as given
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Input: N, M, d, gx and gy.
Output: Routed channels of central-state internal

terminals.
1 ln← bN/2c;
2 lm← bM/2c;
3 if N mod 2 = 1 then
4 Rule-2(Column, (N +1)/2, min{2d−1, lm}, δ=0);
5 else
6 Rule-2(Column, N/2, min{d, lm}, δ=0);
7 Rule-2(Column, N/2+1, lm, δ=1);

8 if M mod 2 = 1 then
9 Rule-2(Row, (M+1)/2, min{2d−1, ln}, δ=1);

10 else
11 Rule-2(Row, M/2+1, min{d, ln}, δ=1);
12 Rule-2(Row, M/2, ln, δ=0);

13 Perform centrosymmetric coordinate transformation by
Equation (3);

14 return Routed channels
Algorithm 3: Rule-Central
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Fig. 11. Routing example of applying Rule-Central when N is odd and M
is even: N = 16, M = 9, and d = d0 = 4. The gap is between the 8th and 9th

column.

in Line 9). When N is odd, Rule-2 is applied similarly.
When N is even, there are 2 columns closest to central

v-axis. We first route no more than d internal terminals on
the left-side column with routing channels to the left of
central v-axis, and corresponding external terminals are as
close to central v-axis as possible. Then we apply Rule-2 to
route internal terminals on the right-side column to unrouted
external terminals in the gap near central v-axis. As shown
in Figure 11, N = 16 is even and d = 4, so no more than 4
internal terminals to the left-side of central v-axis are routed.
Then Rule-2 is applied to route internal terminals along the
right column towards unrouted external terminals to the right
of central v-axis. The routing procedure continues until all
external terminals in the gap (as marked in the figure) are
routed. When M is even, Rule-2 is applied similarly.

Here, in Line 1-2, ln, lm is used to set the threshold on the
number of internal terminals in a column/row to be routed,
so that routing channels do not cross different subregions.
The aim of applying Rule-2 with different values (0/1) of
δ has two folds: (1) let external terminals closest to central
v-axis/h-axis be routed first, and (2) when N or M is odd,
terminal assignment rule is observed as stated in Section
III-C. As stated above, only two set of internal terminals are
routed: (1) those along the boundary between R0 and R1,

and (2) those along the boundary between R0 and R2. For
internal terminals along the boundary between R1 and R3, and
along the boundary between R0 and R2, their routing solutions
are obtained by transforming the coordinates (x,y) of routed
channels by the following equation:

x′ = gx− x

y′ = gy− y
(3)

where (x′,y′) is computed from (x,y). gx and gy are given in
Equation (1).

2) Rule-General in R0: The routing rule for general-state
internal terminals (see Section III-D2), Rule-General, connects
these internal terminals using both Rule-1 and Rule-2.

Definition 13 (Candidate External Terminal in R0): The
candidate external terminal in R0 is defined as external
terminal to be routed at current routing step in R0. There
are two candidate external terminals at each routing step
corresponding to the two triangular regions, denoted as
Tx(tx,0) and Ty(0, ty). Assuming t ′x / t ′y denotes the minimum
x / y coordinate of routed external terminal in lower/upper
triangular region. Then tx = t ′x−1 / ty = t ′y−1.

Figure 12 shows tx and ty for candidate external terminals
in an intermediate routing solution for R0. As shown in
the figure, when central-state internal terminals are routed,
for routing general-state internal terminals, we start at the
rightmost/topmost unoccupied external terminal and set it
as candidate external terminal. Since external terminals for
tx ∈ [16,28] / ty ∈ [15,22] are already occupied, the candidate
external terminal for tx = 15 / ty = 14 is obtained. The
candidate external terminals will be routed to certain unrouted
general-state internal terminals. In the figure, the black lines
denote routed channels for general-state internal terminals, and
the bold black lines denote routed channels for central-state
internal terminals.

Figure 12 shows an intermediate routing solution for
general-state internal terminals in R0, where N=13, M=12,
d=d0=4: the maximum column/row number of unrouted inter-
nal terminals in R0 nx=5 / ny=5, candidate external terminals
Tx(15,0) and Ty(0,14), candidate internal terminals in low-
er/upper triangular region Sx[4,2]/Sy[5,5], and candidate rout-
ing channels in lower/upper triangular region cx/cy (marked
in black dashed lines). The black lines denote routed channels
for general-state internal terminals, and the bold black lines
denote the routed channels for central-state internal terminals.

The intrinsic idea of Rule-General is to apply Rule-1 and
Rule-2 for routing from candidate external terminal Tj to an
unrouted internal terminal Si in general state. In subregion R0,
each internal terminal is only connected to external terminals
at the left half of x-axis or the bottom half of y-axis, i.e.,
each internal terminal is assigned to the lower/upper triangular
region. For each round of routing, two candidate routing
channels are obtained from Tx and Ty using Rule-1, which
connect two different internal terminals in different triangular
regions (see Figure 12). Then the shorter channel is first
stored as a routing solution. For the longer one, only when
certain conditions (cf. Line 22-29 in Algorithm 4 as explained
later) are satisfied will it be stored as a routing solution. The
merit of this routing method is that triangular regions are
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Fig. 13. Example of mask insertion: (a) without mask insertion, the computed
channel in R0 connects to Sx1 ∈ R1, which violates terminal assignment rule,
and (b) after masks insertion (denoted in red bars), the computed channel in
R0 connects to Sx2 ∈ R0, which observes terminal assignment rule.

partitioned automatically during the routing process, which
greatly enhances rule-based routing quality.

For certain general-state internal terminals near the corner
of routing region or near the central-state internal terminals,
the above routing method is not enough for completing the
routing process. In this case, Rule-2 is applied to for obtaining
routing solutions.

Algorithm 4 presents the rule-based routing method in
subregion R0. The input consists of subregion R0 along with
internal and external terminals to be routed. And the output
is routed channels for R0. In Line 1, we first obtain candidate
external terminals as defined in Definition 13 and explained
in Figure 12. Then coordinates of candidate external terminals
are stored in Tx(tx,0) and Ty(0, ty). At the current step, the
internal terminal to be routed is not determined yet. In Line
2, we obtain maximum column/row number nx/ny of unrouted
internal terminals in R0. In Line 3, we add masks (for marking
a partial column/row of routing grids as obstacles) to guide
routing process when N or M is an odd number. As shown
in Figure 13(a), according to terminal assignment rule (5)
in Section III-C, Sx1 ,Sx3 ∈ R1, and Sx2 ∈ R0. However, when
applying Rule-1 to route from an external terminal (tx,0) to
an internal terminal on central v-axis, the connected internal
terminal Sx1 will belong to R0, which results in contradiction
with terminal assignment rule. In Figure 13(b), masks (denoted
by red bars) are inserted before applying Rule-1, such that
connected internal terminal Sx2 will belong to R0, which

Input: Subregion R0 with general-state internal terminals
and external terminals to be routed.

Output: Routed channels in R0.
1 Obtain candidate external terminals (tx,0) and (0, ty);
2 Obtain maximum column/row number nx/ny of unrouted

internal terminals in R0.
3 Add masks to current state if N or M is odd;
4 while nx > 0∧ny > 0∧ tx > 0∧ ty > 0 do
5 f ← 0;
6 if tx/ty > α then
7 f ← 1
8 else if ty/tx > α then
9 f ←−1

10 if f 6= 1∧ny×d ≤ ty then
11 Rule-2(Row, ny, min{nx,ny}, δ=0);
12 Update ty,nx,ny;
13 Continue;

14 if f 6=−1∧nx×d ≤ tx then
15 Rule-2(Column, nx, min{nx,ny}, δ=0);
16 Update tx,nx,ny;
17 Continue;

18 Sx,cx←Rule-1((nx×d,M×d), (tx,0));
19 Sy,cy←Rule-1((N×d,ny×d), (0, ty));
20 if ( f 6= 1∧ cy =∅)∨ ( f 6=−1∧ cx =∅) then
21 return Routing Failure;

22 if f = 1∨ ( f = 0∧ length(cx)≤ length(cy)) then
23 Store cx as routing solution;
24 if f = 0∧dist(Sy,(0, ty))≤ dist(Sy,(tx,0)) then
25 Store cy as routing solution;

26 else
27 Store cy as routing solution;
28 if f = 0∧dist(Sx,(tx,0))≤ dist(Sx,(0, ty)) then
29 Store cx as routing solution;

30 Update tx, ty,nx,ny;

31 if nx > 0∧ny > 0∧ (tx = 0∨ ty = 0) then
32 return Routing Failure;

33 Delete masks in current state if N or M is odd;
34 return Routed channels;

Algorithm 4: Rule-General in R0.

resolves the contradiction with terminal assignment rule. The
proposed terminal assignment rule is critical in determining
overall routing quality. Experiments show that a contradiction
with terminal assignment rule will result in significant routing
failures. Specifically, when N is odd, masks will be inserted
to ((N +1)/2)th column for those unrouted internal terminals
Si /∈ R0. when M is odd, masks will be inserted similarly.

In Line 4-30, the while-loop is entered to route internal
terminals in general state to available external terminals in
subregion R0 one by one. In Line 5-9, flag f is computed for
evaluating the aspect ratio of routing subregion. For different
aspect ratios, the routing methods are different. f = 1 denotes
tx is much larger than ty, in which case only lower triangular
region can be processed to reduce the difference between tx
and ty. f = −1 denotes ty is much larger than tx, in which
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case only the upper triangular region is processed to reduce
the difference. f = 0 denotes that tx is similar to ty, and we
can process these two triangular regions simultaneously. In
Algorithm 4, α = 1.1.

In Line 10-17, the application conditions of Rule-2 are
checked. If tx ≥ nx×d or ty ≥ ny×d, Rule-2 will be applied
to obtain routing solution directly without obtaining candidate
routing channels. Figure 14(a) shows an example where tx ≥
nx × d. The dashed lines in the figure denote the channels
obtained by Rule-2. In Figure 14(b), the black lines denote all
routing channels obtained by Rule-2 for general-state internal
terminals.

Then in Line 18-19, Rule-1 is applied to obtain two
routing channels (cx, cy) in two triangular regions along with
corresponding internal terminals (Sx, Sy). The input to Rule-1
consists of pre-specified target internal terminals (nx×d,M×
d) and (N × d,ny × d). Please note that (nx × d,M× d) and
(N× d,ny× d) are used to provide routing guidance, i.e., to
obtain the main and auxiliary routing directions. Rule-1 will
return the first visited unoccupied internal terminal (Sx/Sy),
which is possibly different from the given internal terminal.
In Line 20-21, we check whether Rule-1 fails to obtain routing
channels. If so, the internal terminals in general state fail to
be routed and routing failure will be reported. More routing
space between internal terminals is required in this case. In
Line 22-29, different cases for the value of f is checked to
determine whether cx or cy will be picked. These different
cases are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 15. In Figure 12, tx
is similar to ty, and the length of channel cx is shorter than
cy, so we store cx as routing solution. Then we check whether
the length of cy from Sy to ty is shorter than that of Sy to tx
(denoted by gray dashed line). If so, it indicates that the current
channel (cy) is the optimal one, and will be stored as the
routing solution. In Figure 15, as tx/ty > α, the length-width
aspect ratio is too high. Therefore, the value of f is 1, and only

Input: Number of internal terminal in horizontal/vertical
direction N/M, and number of routing pitches d
between adjacent internal terminals.

Output: Routing solution
1 Calculate gx and gy by Equation (1);
2 Partition routing region into 4 subregions by terminal

assignment rule;
3 Call Algorithm 3 to route central-state internal terminals;
4 for i← 0 to 3 do
5 if i > 1 and |Ri|= |R3−i| then
6 Copy channels from R3−i to Ri by coordinate

transformation;
7 else
8 Call Algorithm 4 to obtain routed channels in Ri;
9 if Ri fails in routing then

10 return routing failure;

11 return Routing solution;
Algorithm 5: Complete routing method.

URBER

Terminal
Assignment

Rule

Rule-Central

Rule-2

Rule-1

Rule-General

Fig. 16. Function-call relationship between all rule-based methods.

lower triangular region is processed to reduce the ratio. Here,
length(c) returns the total length of channel c, and dist(A,B)
returns the Manhattan distance between routing grids A and B.
In Line 30, candidate external terminals Tx/Ty and column/row
number nx/ny with maximum unrouted internal terminals are
updated for next round.

In Line 31-32, we check the following condition: in one
triangular region, there are unrouted internal terminals, and
there are no unrouted external terminals. If so, routing failure
will be reported. In this case, more routing grids between
adjacent internal terminals are needed to successfully route all
internal terminals. Otherwise, routing is successful and we will
delete masks inserted in Line 3. Finally, all routed channels
are returned as output.

G. Overall Routing Algorithm

Algorithm 5 presents the complete routing method. First, N,
M, and d are obtained as input. Then gx and gy are computed
by Equation (1), and terminal assignment rule is applied to
divide the entire routing region into 4 subregions R0, R1, R2,
and R3. Next, Rule-Central is applied to central-state internal
terminals from all subregions, and Rule-General is applied to
obtain routing solutions for general-state internal terminals in
R0. If any routing failure occurs, the value of d needs to be
enlarged for successful routing. When routing solution for R0
is obtained, according to the symmetric property of routing
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Input: Number of internal terminals in horizontal/vertical
direction N/M.

Output: Minimum number of routing pitches d0 between
adjacent internal terminals.

1 L← the lower bound of d0;
2 R← the upper bound of d0;
3 while L < R do
4 d← b(L+R)/2c;
5 Call URBER(N,M,d) in Algorithm 5;
6 if there is routing failure then
7 L← d +1;
8 else
9 R← d;

10 d0← L;
11 return d0;

Algorithm 6: Computation of d0.

subregions (see Lemma 3), if |R0|= |R3|, we will reuse routing
solution in R0 and perform the coordinate transformation (i.e.,
flip by central axis) to obtain routing solution for R3. The
same routing process is conducted on remaining unrouted
subregions. Finally, the routing solution of a given design is
obtained. Figure 16 illustrates the function-call relationship
between all rule-based methods.

H. Computation of d0

We determine the optimal value d0 of d by principle of
the bisection. It is easy to understand that if di is feasible for
successfully route all internal terminals, then ∀d ≥ di can be
used for 100% routing completion. As each internal terminal
corresponds to an external terminal, we have 2(gx + gy) ≥
N ×M, which is equivalent to d0 ≥

⌊
N×M

2(N+M+2)

⌋
. For upper

bound of d, we know that all internal terminals can be
successfully routed when d =

⌊ 1
2 (min{N,M}+1)

⌋
. So we

have d0 ≤
⌊ 1

2 (min{N,M}+1)
⌋
.

When lower and upper bounds of the optimal value d0 are
obtained, the principle of the bisection can be applied for
computing d0 for minimizing routing area. At each step of
the bisection, URBER(N,M,d) is applied to check whether d
is feasible for successfully routing the given design. If there
is routing failure, the value of d needs to be enlarged, and
the lower bound will be increased. Otherwise, d ≥ d0 and the
upper bound will be decreased. When the lower bound and
the upper bound is equal, we obtain the value of d as d0.

Algorithm 6 presents the details of how d0 is computed.
According to the special property of terminal assignment rule
in Section III-C, before coordinate transformation, we have
|R0| ≥ |R3| and |R1| ≥ |R2|. Therefore, when the value of d
can be used to successfully route R0 (R1), the same d can also
be used for R3 (R2). As a result, only subregion R0 and R1
are needed for computing d0 when calling rule-based routing
algorithm (URBER).

I. Approximation Formula of d0

To speed up the computation of d0 in Algorithm 6, we
propose an empirical formula for approximating the value of

d0 as
f (N,M) =

α×N×M
N +M−β

− γ (4)

where α= 0.586, β= 5.236 and γ= 2.256. We have conducted
experiments for all benchmarks with 3 ≤ N,M ≤ 600, from
which the error between d0 and f (N,M) is less than 2.7
routing grids (see Figure 19 for the accuracy on certain values
of N and M). Although parameters α, β, and γ are obtained
by fitting to 3 ≤ N,M ≤ 600, Equation (4) works well for
benchmarks of much larger scale (See Table III). From the
equation, we have d =O( NM

N+M ), which is adopted in following
complexity analysis.

J. Complexity Analysis
Theorem 1: Given the numbers of internal terminals in

horizontal and vertical directions, N and M, respectively,
URBER runs in O( N3M3

(N+M)2 ) time.
Proof: Assuming length(c) denotes the length of channel

c, cc denotes a channel for a central-state internal terminal,
cg denotes a channel for a general-state internal terminal. It
takes O(1) time for applying terminal assignment rule on
each of the N ×M internal terminals. So it takes O(NM)
for the assignment of all internal terminals. For applying
Rule-Central, it takes O(∑ length(cc)) to calculate all chan-
nels connecting central-state internal terminals. For apply-
ing Rule-General, it takes O(∑ length(cg)) to calculate all
channels connecting general-state internal terminals. As a
result, computing all channels by rule-based routing takes
O(∑ length(cc) + ∑ length(cg)). On one hand, there are no
overlaps or crossings between channels. On the other hand,
for most benchmarks in the experiments, about 72% of total
routing grids in the routing region are occupied. Therefore, we
infer that O(∑ length(cc)+∑ length(cg)) be equivalent to the
total number of grids in routing region O(gxgy). Moreover, the
coordinate transformation performed on a routing subregion
also takes O(gxgy) time. According to Equation (1), O(gxgy) =
O(NMd2). And according to Equation (4), d = O( NM

N+M ). So
we have O(gxgy) = O( N3M3

(N+M)2 ). Therefore, the overall runtime

complexity of the proposed routing algorithm is O( N3M3

(N+M)2 ).

Theorem 2: Let V denote the total number of internal
terminals (V = NM), and let k = max{N,M}/min{N,M} ≥ 1
denote the aspect ratio of given rectangular design. URBER
runs in O(V 2

k ) time.
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume N ≥M. Then

we have N =
√

V k and M =
√

V/k. Therefore, the overall
complexity is equal to O( N3M3

(N+M)2 ) = O( V 2

k+2+1/k ) = O(V 2

k ).
For rectangular-shape designs (k > 1), we have 1/k < 1. In

contrast, for square-shaped designs, we have 1/k = 1. There-
fore, according to the runtime complexity O(V 2

k ), URBER
runs faster for rectangular-shape designs than for square-
shaped designs. Experimental results in Table III verify above
analysis.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented URBER in C++ programming lan-
guage. Our system is tested on an E5620 2.40GHz Intel
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SMALL-SCALE BENCHMARKS.

N×M d0 gx×gy
Total Length Error(%) CPU(s) Speedup of URBER

MCF MaxF Fr41 URBER MaxF Fr41 URBER MCF MaxF Fr41 URBER MCF MaxF Fr41

30×30 = 900 9 279×279 55112 55196 55188 55112 0.152 0.138 0 27.65 1.33 5.79 0.019 1.46E+03 7.00E+01 3.05E+02
45×45 = 2025 14 644×644 273183 273811 274583 273183 0.230 0.512 0 554.43 16.59 1704.61 0.025 2.22E+04 6.64E+02 6.82E+04
55×55 = 3025 17 952×952 602856 603975 603280 602856 0.186 0.070 0 2712.88 50.08 2202.80 0.032 8.48E+04 1.57E+03 6.88E+04
64×64 = 4096 19 1235×1235 1092600 1093556 1099416 1092600 0.086 0.624 0 6953.62 133.24 12777.88 0.037 1.88E+05 3.60E+03 3.45E+05
71×71 = 5041 22 1584×1584 1657902 1660468 1660358 1657902 0.155 0.148 0 18402.45 234.55 61134.90 0.053 3.47E+05 4.43E+03 1.15E+06

72×13 = 936 6 438×84 26498 26858 26502 26498 1.359 0.015 0 11.03 0.18 2.81 0.018 6.13E+02 1.00E+01 1.56E+02
77×26 = 2002 11 858×297 183686 184642 184776 183686 0.520 0.593 0 319.15 6.12 555.45 0.022 1.45E+04 2.78E+02 2.52E+04

111×27 = 2997 12 1344×336 326743 328523 326939 326743 0.545 0.060 0 932.46 12.67 15.55 0.026 3.59E+04 4.87E+02 5.98E+02
69×58 = 4002 19 1330×1121 1034338 1035776 1034972 1034338 0.139 0.061 0 6901.52 112.77 22223.01 0.035 1.97E+05 3.22E+03 6.35E+05
98×51 = 4998 20 1980×1040 1399334 1403899 1400562 1399338 0.326 0.088 0.0003 12352.41 152.00 45184.25 0.038 3.25E+05 4.00E+03 1.19E+06

Avg. - - - - - - 0.370 0.231 0 - - - - 1.22E+05 1.83E+03 3.48E+05

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARKS.

N×M d0 gx×gy | f (N,M)−d0| Total Length CPU(s) Memory(M)

316×316 = 99856 93 29481×29481 1.8945 629985640 7.50 348.8
447×447 = 199809 132 59136×59136 2.5134 2517494576 42.42 964.5
548×548 = 300304 161 88389×88389 1.9212 5679142936 65.10 1749
632×632 = 399424 186 117738×117738 2.3097 10042278616 114.49 2861
707×707 = 499849 208 147264×147264 2.3351 15720245427 256.54 4155

375×267 = 100125 92 34592×24656 2.1131 608817645 8.94 341.8
532×376 = 200032 129 68757×48633 1.4117 2420475700 24.73 946.5
858×350 = 300300 141 121119×49491 3.0535 4385731204 38.23 1532
904×442 = 399568 171 154755×75753 1.3809 8477760224 76.60 2572
949×527 = 500123 196 186200×103488 1.0092 14012963087 189.95 3868

Xeon Linux server with 16 cores and 40GB memory. Only
a single thread is used. The routing results are obtained with
the given value of d0, and the principle of the bisection is
not applied here. In the overall flow, approximation approach
for d0 (see Section III-I) can be used instead. Table II
shows routing results on small-scale cases, which already
cost much runtime for the network-flow-based method. In
Table II, (N,M) gives the number of internal terminals in
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, “d0” gives
the minimum number of routing pitches between adjacent
internal terminals for successfully routing the given design,
“(gx,gy)” gives total number of routing grids in horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively, “Total Length” gives total
length of routed channels, “MCF” gives the optimal routing
results using min-cost flow-based formulation, “MaxF” gives
the sub-optimal routing results using maximum network-flow
formulation1, “Fr41” is a global routing method proposed in
[44], and “URBER” gives our rule-based routing results. We
have tried to use FastRoute 4.1 to run on single-layer routing.
However, the program always outputs “heap underflow” error.
Thus, we could only apply FastRoute 4.1 with two-layer
routing setup, i.e., the first layer is set for horizontal routing,
and the second layer is set for vertical routing, with routing
capacity set to be 1. Since the two-layer routing setup is
adopted in FastRoute 4.1, the routing problem is easier for
“Fr41”.

In the first 5 benchmarks, N = M, and in the last 5 bench-
marks, N 6= M (randomly synthesized). Different benchmarks

1Similar to [43], MCF is the network-flow formulation on fine routing
grids, which guarantees to route optimality. And MaxF is similar to MCF but
without the edge cost for minimized total length.

cover the scale from 1k to 5k. From column under “Total
Length”, URBER obtains near-optimal routing solution. In
fact, there are very few benchmarks for which our routing
method cannot obtain optimal routing solutions. The column
under “Error” gives the error in percentage. From results,
the maximum network-flow based method and the global
routing method obtains significantly degraded routing solu-
tions than URBER. From column under “CPU(s)”, which
gives the runtime of different methods, URBER is order of
magnitudes faster than network-flow based method and global
routing method. URBER successfully routes all small-scale
benchmarks within 0.1 seconds, which take up to 5 hours
for the min-cost flow-based method and 17 hours for the
global routing method. Moreover, most of the routing results
by our method are optimal. The column under “Speedup
of URBER” gives the speedup of URBER over existing
methods. The MCF/MaxF/Fr41 speedup is computed as (M-
CF’s/MaxF’s/Fr41’s CPU time)/(URBER’s CPU time). From
results, the network-flow-based method and global-routing-
based method do not scale well for the sizes of benchmarks. In
contrast, URBER scales well to large problem size. Therefore,
the larger the problem size, the more significant speedup
URBER obtains. Moreover, in all experiments, the maximum
memory consumption of URBER is less than 4.2GB, which
is considerably small for modern servers. We observe that
even with similar scale of total routing grids, as the value
of k = N/M is greater than 1 for rectangular routing region
(N 6=M) and equal to 1 for square region (N =M), our routing
method runs faster for rectangular routing regions according
to the complexity O(V 2

k ) (see Section III-J). The runtime in
Table II confirms the above analysis.
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Fig. 17. Routing solutions of URBER.
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Fig. 18. Runtime of different methods in log scale (N=M).

Table III shows the routing results on large-scale bench-
marks, where the number of internal terminals ranges from
100k to 500k. For large-scale benchmarks, even using the max-
imum network-flow method, it is not possible to obtain feasible
routing solutions in acceptable runtime. In contrast, using our
routing method without any hierarchical or multilevel speedup
techniques, the routing solutions can be successfully obtained
within 5 minutes. All routing solutions have passed validity
check. From the table, the maximum memory consumption is
less than 4.2 GB. The column under “| f (N,M)− d0|” gives
absolute difference between actual value of d0 and estimated
value by approximation formula in Equation (4). Although the
fitted parameters in Equation (4) are obtained for benchmarks
with N,M ≤ 600, the maximum error for benchmarks with
N or M > 600 is only about 3 routing grids, which still
demonstrates high accuracy.

We have tested all benchmarks for 30≤N,M≤ 100 (totally
5,041 benchmarks for either N = M or N 6= M). When 30 ≤
N,M ≤ 100, routing error of URBER is less than 0.005%.
Figure 17 shows all routing solutions of these benchmarks,
where optimal routing solutions are denoted in light-blue
dots, and sub-optimal routing solutions are denoted in red
dots. The darker the red dot, the worse the routing solution.
Specifically, when M

N ∈ ( 3
4 ,

4
3 ), optimal routing solutions are

always obtained, which have been verified by the min-cost
flow-based method. Among all benchmarks, only about 408
(∼8.1%) cases are routed with the sub-optimal solution. The
maximum error in channel length for URBER is 20, which is
obtained when N = 92, M = 34, and d0 = 15. Considering the
large scale of this benchmark, i.e., total 734,296 routing grids,
the error of 20 routing grids is negligible.

Figure 18 shows the runtime of different methods on square-
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Fig. 19. Prediction errors of approximation formula (Equation (4)) over
actual values of d0.

shape benchmarks with N = M. For better readability, x- and
y-axis are drawn in log scale. From the figure, the min-
cost flow-based method runs very slow, and the runtime
increases dramatically when the problem size is large. The
maximum network-flow method runs a bit faster, but with
significantly degraded routing quality. In contrast, URBER
runs orders of magnitude faster with high-quality routing
solutions. Specifically, when N ×M is larger than 104, the
runtime of URBER fits well to O((NM)2) (10−9(NM)2) line
denoted in blue dots, which validates the runtime complexity
analysis that the proposed rule-based routing method runs in
O( N3M3

(N+M)2 ).
Figure 19 shows the prediction errors between approxima-

tion formula ( f (N,M) in Equation (4)) and actual values of d0.
For different N and M values, the approximation equation of d0
well predicts the actual values. The maximum error for these
different cases (N = 120,240,360,480 and M ∈ [3,600]) is
2.64 routing grids, which proves the accuracy of the proposed
approximation formula. Please note that the approximation
formula can be used to significantly reduces computation
overhead in the principle of the bisection for determining the
actual value of d0.

Figure 20 shows the routing results for the benchmark with
N = 72 and M = 13 (6th benchmark in Table II) obtained
by three different methods. Figure 20(a), Figure 20(b), Fig-
ure 20(c), and Figure 20(d) give the routing results of the
min-cost flow-based method (MCF), the maximum network-
flow method (MaxF), the global routing method (Fr41) and
URBER, respectively. Figure 21 shows the routing results for
the benchmark with N = M = 30 (1st benchmark in Table II)
obtained by MCF and our method, respectively. From these
figures, URBER obtains much more regular routing solutions
than the network-flow-based and global routing methods.
We anticipate this as a critical property for certain biochip
applications, where we expect similar outputs at symmetric
terminals. An online demonstrative system of URBER can be
found at http://biocad.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/urber.html.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the first ultrafast rule-based escape
routing method, called URBER, for the drug sample delivery
biochip architecture for microwell array-based drug screening
applications. Experimental results have shown that URBER

http://biocad.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/urber.html
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 20. Routing results of different methods for benchmark with N = 72
and M = 13: (a) MCF, (b) MaxF, (c) Fr41, and (d) URBER. Fr41 is drawn by
two colors due to two-layer routing setup, with many cross points between
different wires on two layers.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 21. Routing results of different methods: (a) CostFlow for N = M = 30,
(b) Our routing method for N = M = 30, and (c) Our routing method for
N = M = 64.

successfully addresses the critical large-scale routing chal-
lenges, and scales very well in both runtime and memo-
ry for large-scale benchmarks, which cannot be solved by
existing min-cost flow-based method in acceptable runtime.
Specifically, URBER obtains high-quality routing solutions
for 100k microwell array only within minutes, confirming
the effective and efficient routing capacity of the proposed

rule-based routing method. Future work includes extending
URBER to process diagonal and missing-terminal escape
routing problems, as well as theoretical analysis of the solution
quality.
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